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Chrome River Launches INVOICE, a Web-
based Mobile Approval App
by The HRT News Desk Nov 29, 2017

The newest update from Chrome River automates the entire
invoicing process without compromising on accuracy or
compliance. Add to that, it’s completely mobile and allows
seamless interaction on any device without having to install a
dedicated app.
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Chrome River has just released the new Chrome River INVOICE,
geared for managers, supervisors, and system administrators.
They’d be able to quickly view and approve tasks on a device of
choice, with seamless, mobile-first invoice management.
Importantly, the solution simplifies processes for an oft-ignored
face of large organizations, accounts payable (AP).

 “The accounts payable team has long been overlooked as far as
high-quality productivity solutions go. Until now they have relied
either on paper-intensive manual processes or complex and
unintuitive software tools,” commented Chrome River co-founder
and CEO, Alan Rich.

And with INVOICE, he seeks to bridge the gap.

The company used the latest HTML 5 platform to build the tool,
adopting a responsive web design approach. This gives INVOICE a
uniform look and feel across devices, bringing the same elegance
and sophistication through a simple web browser. With a
coherent interface for all scenarios, users will be able to access
all functionalities, no matter the device being used.

Vendor invoices can be tracked and ratified by the approving
party, as well as accounts payable members. Further, access via
portable devices like mobile, tablet, or laptop means
administrators could make approvals and sign off on tasks even
when they are away from their desk, or even the office.
Organizations can now expedite the invoice approval process,
letting them tap into supplier program benefits such like pre-
payment discounts.

Rich believes INVOICE will unlock all new levels of responsiveness
and ease-of-use: “With Chrome River INVOICE, AP administrators
now have access to the same caliber of solutions as their
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colleagues elsewhere in the enterprise, and approvers will love
how it easy it is to view and approve invoices on any device.”

Finally, the INVOICE dashboard offers end-to-end visibility of all
invoices in one, single snapshot. AP teams can not only view
approval progress, but also use the search feature to zero-in on a
specific invoice, based on attributes. INVOICE brings the intuitive
experience of Chrome River EXPENSE into the billing and spend
management space.
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Going
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Gerben — Interesting and I
agree entirely. You mentioned
video's, but might I ask why …
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that are shaping 2017
2 comments • 4 months ago

Jordan yates — Employee
Engagement is tied in with
building an environment …

What’s next in HR Tech? | HR
Technologist
1 comment • 4 months ago

Mark de Leeuw — Great list of
pointers, I agree with all of them.
The most interesting for me is …
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